A large-scale and high-quality training dataset is an important guarantee to learn an ideal classifier for text sentiment classification. However, manually constructing such a training dataset with sentiment labels is a labor-intensive and time-consuming task. Therefore, based on the idea of effectively utilizing unlabeled samples, a synthetical framework that covers the whole process of semi-supervised learning from seed selection, iterative modification of the training text set, to the co-training strategy of the classifier is proposed in this paper for text sentiment classification. To provide an important basis for selecting the seed texts and modifying the training text set, three kinds of measures-the cluster similarity degree of an unlabeled text, the cluster uncertainty degree of a pseudo-label text to a learner, and the reliability degree of a pseudo-label text to a learner-are defined. With these measures, a seed selection method based on Random Swap clustering, a hybrid modification method of the training text set based on active learning and self-learning, and an alternately co-training strategy of the ensemble classifier of the Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machine are proposed and combined into our framework. The experimental results on three Chinese datasets (COAE2014, COAE2015, and a Hotel review, respectively) and five English datasets (Books, DVD, Electronics, Kitchen, and MR, respectively) in the real world verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
Introduction
The convenient interactivity of Web 2.0 technology can enable users to easily interact with each other [1] . The web has become a huge platform for aggregating and sharing information on which people are almost unrestricted to express their opinions, attitudes, feelings, and emotions. The tremendous amount of reviews on the web have been posing a real challenge to the academic community in effectively analyzing and processing text data. Text sentiment classification (TSC) aims to automatically analyze the sentiment orientation of a standpoint, view, attitude, mood, and so on [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . This information can provide potential value to governments, businesses, and users themselves [9] [10] [11] . Firstly, it could help governments to understand the public opinions and social phenomenons so as to perceive society trends. Secondly, it could help businesses to capture commercial opportunities, self-learning, and heterogeneous co-training, are synthetically adopted for constructing the initial seed text set, updating the training text set and training the component classifiers, respectively. The final classifier is obtained by integrating the component classifiers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3 describes the proposed semi-supervised learning framework for text sentiment classification in detail. Section 4 briefly describes the procedures of text sentiment classification. For evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed framework, Section 5 gives the experiment setup, and Section 6 shows the experimental results. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related Works
In this section, we briefly review the related research, in which some techniques of semi-supervised learning, such as self-learning, active-learning, and co-training, are adopted for text sentiment classification.
Semi-Supervised Learning for Text Sentiment Classfication
Seed selection: In a semi-supervised learning framework, the seed set is used to train an initial classifier. However, the quality of seeds may seriously impact the performance of the final classifier. The seeds are selected from all original unlabeled texts by using random sampling under a pre-given threshold, which is used to control the scale of seeds [5, 25] . For data with complexity distributions, it is difficult for simple random sampling to guarantee the distribution representativeness of seeds to the data population. Therefore, other methods, such as clustering and the sentiment lexicon-based method, are considered for seed selection [5, 22] .
Self-learning: The performance of self-learning mainly depends on the selection strategy of the unlabeled samples which take part in the training process. Mallapragada et al. proposed the method of self-learning in which the high confidence samples are gradually added into the training dataset and the previous classifier is linearly combined with the current obtained classifier to promote the classifier performance [18] . Wiegand et al. adopted a rule-based classifier constructed by using a sentiment polarity lexicon and a set of linguistic rules to discriminate the sentiment polarities of unlabeled texts [33] . The texts with annotated sentiment polarities are then used to train a SVM classifier. Qiu et al. proposed the self-supervised, lexicon-based, and corpus-based (SELC) model, which uses a sentiment lexicon to assist the self-learning process [19] . An obvious characteristic of this kind of method is that they need the external resource support of sentiment words, which are mostly domain-specific.
Active learning: Active learning is another kind of semi-supervised learning strategy. It actively chooses some unlabeled samples to be annotated by domain experts, and adds them into the training dataset to improve the learner's performance on new data [5, 26, [34] [35] [36] . Zhou et al. proposed a novel active deep network (ADN) method [35] . ADN is constructed by restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM) based on labeled reviews and an abundance of unlabeled reviews. In the learning framework, they applied active learning to identify reviews that should be labeled as training data, then used the selected labeled reviews and all unlabeled reviews to train ADN architecture. Kranjc et al. proposed an active-learning strategy that selects the nearest samples to the SVM classification hyperplane to annotate the active-learning process for text sentiment classification of stream data [37] .
Combination of self-learning and active learning: Some research combine self-learning and active learning for text sentiment classification. Hajmohammadi et al. proposed a semi-supervised learning model in which self-learning and active learning are combined for cross-linguistic text sentiment classification [22] . In their model, unlabeled data are firstly translated from the target language into the source language. These translated data are then augmented into the initial training data in the source language by using active learning and self-learning. A sample density measure for avoiding the selection of outlier samples from unlabeled data is also used into the active-learning algorithm.
Co-Training for Text Sentiment Classification
Co-training: Li et al. proposed a co-training method with dynamic regulation in semi-supervised learning [38] , in which various random subspaces are dynamically generated to deal with the unbalanced class distribution problem, and used it for unbalanced text sentiment classification. Yang et al. presented a novel adaptive multi-view selection (AMVS) co-training method for emotion classification [24] . Two kinds of important distributions, the distribution of feature emotional strength and the distribution of view dimensionality, were proposed to construct multiple discriminative feature views. On the basis of such two distributions, several feature views are iteratively selected from the original feature space in a cascaded way, and the corresponding base classifiers are trained on these views to build a dynamic and robust ensemble. Xia et al. proposed a dual-view co-training algorithm based on dual-view BOW (bags-of-words) representation for semi-supervised sentiment classification [3] . In dual-view BOW, antonymous reviews are automatically constructed by a pair of bags-of-words with opposite views. They pairwisely made use of the original and antonymous views in the training, bootstrapping, and testing process, all based on a joint observation of two views. The experimental results demonstrated the advantages of their approach. Wan et al. proposed a bilingual co-training approach under both English and Chinese views to improve the accuracy of corpus-based polarity classification of Chinese product reviews based on additional unlabeled Chinese data [39] . The co-training algorithm was applied to learn two component classifiers, and such two component classifiers were finally combined into a single sentiment classifier.
Proposed Method
In this section, several measures, such as the cluster similarity degree, the cluster uncertainty degree, and the reliability degree, which are related to unlabeled or pseudo-label samples are firstly defined. The whole framework of the proposed method is then described. For the convenience of expression, some symbols and their corresponding meanings are listed in Table 1 . Table 1 . Some symbols and their corresponding meanings.
Symbol
Corresponding Meaning
Shannon entropy of x decided by a classifier var variance of a random variable rel F (x) reliability measure of x decided by a classifier F cl rel 2γ high reliablity dataset obtained by using self-learning cl in f 2β high uncertainty dataset for manual annotation obtained by using active-learning
Several Related Measures
In our method, several measures for depicting texts from different perspectives, such as the similarity, uncertainty, and reliability, need to be defined.
As we know, the initial seed set is the base of semi-supervised learning. Its representativeness to the distribution of whole unlabeled texts is crucial to the performance of the finial classifier obtained based on semi-supervised learning. The local representativeness of an unlabeled text could be reflected by measuring its average similarity with all texts in its local region. The local regions of a text can be obtained by clustering. Definition 1. Let x be a text, and cl be a cluster of texts. We define the cluster similarity degree sim(x, cl) of x with cl as the average similarity of x, with all texts in the cluster cl.
where sim(x, y) = e −d(x,y) , and d(x, y) denotes a distance measure of document x and document y.
It should be noted that the similarity sim(x, y) between two texts is defined as a strictly monotone decreasing function of distance which reaches its maximum, 1, at d(x, y) = 0, and approaches 0 as the distance becomes larger. This definition is in accord with people's intuition. By Formula (1), one can see that the cluster similarity of a text will degrade into the similarity between two texts, while the cluster only contains a text. Evidently, the cluster similarity of a text is a boundary measure with 0 ≤ sim(x, cl) ≤ 1. The larger the cluster similarity of a text is, the more powerful the representativeness to the texts in the cluster is.
Let x ∈ U ⊆ S be an unlabeled text, C = {1, 0} be the two-class label set of texts, and F be a learner/classifier with a probability output from S to C. Evidently, F(x) can be considered as a random variable on C. Suppose p(x) is the probability of F(x) at 1 assigned by F. The probability of F(x) at 0 then equals to 1 − p(x). We know that the Shannon entropy of
, which depicts the uncertainty degree of F(x), i.e., the uncertainty degree of "x belongs in a prior class".
In accordance with the discussion above, for a text x, a cluster cl, and a learner/classifier F, we took a fusion of Shannon entropy of F(x) and the cluster similarity of x with respect to cl to depict the uncertainty of x from the angle of F. Definition 2. Let x ∈ U be an unlabeled text, cl be a cluster of texts, and En(x) be the Shannon entropy of x decided by some classifier F. We defined the cluster uncertainty degree H(x, cl) of x with respect to the cluster cl as:
The property of Shannon entropy means that the larger En(x) is, the harder it is to judge which x belongs to which class for a learner F. If having to assign a class label to x under this occasion, the risk of making mistakes will increase. By Definition 2, H(x, cl) integrates En(x) and sim(x, cl), an annotated sample with larger cluster uncertainty which may simultaneously possess larger Shannon entropy and larger cluster similarity. In other words, a sample with higher cluster uncertainty is a sample of powerful representation and difficult judgement for a learner.
Let F be a classifier (e.g., SVM) which can implicitly generate a probability distribution to an unlabeled text x on the class labels. In general, F then assigns a corresponding class label to x according to the biggest value of the probability distribution. Of course, one hopes to measure the reliability of this method of annotation. For a binary classification problem, the annotated probability distribution of x has the form P(x) = {p(x), 1 − p(x)}. From the property of the function p(x)(1 − p(x)), it follows that the smaller the value of p(x)(1 − p(x)) is, the larger the difference of p(x) and 1 − p(x) is, i.e., the larger the annotated reliability of x is intuitively. It should be noticed that p(x)(1 − p(x)) is precisely the variance of the two-point distribution. Thus, we can define the reliability of the annotated label of x by F as follows.
Definition 3. Let x be an unlabeled text and F be a classifier which assigns a probability distribution P(x) = {p(x), 1 − p(x)} to x on the two-class labels. The F reliability degree rel F (x) of x is defined as:
It should be noticed that rel F (x) is a boundary function of p(x) with the boundary [
, 1], and it reaches the maximum value 1 at p(x) = 0 or p(x) = 1; and it reaches the minimum value 
Learning Framework
There are three key parts of the proposed framework, including seed selecting, training data updating, and co-training in the semi-supervised training process. To facilitate understanding, a schematic diagram of seed selecting, training dataset updating, and the co-training process is given in Figure 1 . 
Seed Selection Algorithm
In this subsection, we select a certain number of unlabeled texts from U to construct a seed set. The number of seeds is controlled by a pre-given seed-text ratio α.
To enhance the representativeness of seeds, the original unlabeled data are firstly clustered by using the RS algorithm [40] . On this basis, seeds are selected from each cluster by using the cluster similarity measure of a text defined by Formula (1) under a pre-specified percentage threshold α. The seed selection algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Acquiring a seed set based on RS and the cluster similarity degree sim(x, cl) Require: S (each text x ∈ S is processed by using the software for data preprocessing), the seed-text ratio α. Ensure: the seed set Sd; {< x, sim(x, cl) >} x∈S .
Step 1. Sd = ∅;
Step 2. Vectorization using word2vec for each document x ∈ S;
Step 3. Obtain the cluster number N cl and the clustering result {cl i } N cl i=1 of S by using the RS algorithm [40] ;
Step 4. For each i = 1, 2, · · · , N cl
Step 5. For each document x ∈ cl i
Step 6. Calculate the cluster similarity degree sim(x, cl i ) according to Formula (1);
Step 7. End for
Step 8. Rank all texts of cl i in descending order of the cluster similarity degree sim(x, cl i );
Step 9. Select text set Sd i on the top α * |cl i | of sim(x, cl i );
Step 10. Obtain the seed subset Sd i by manually annotating each text in Sd i ;
Step 11. Sd = Sd ∪ Sd i ;
Step 12. End for
Step 13. End
Training Data Update Process
After Algorithm 1, a seed set is generated. By using the seed set, an initial classifier can be trained. In the subsequent learning process, some texts from U with their pseudo-or real labels, which are annotated by a learner or by domain experts, are constantly selected and added into the seed set to update the training dataset. The updating process of the training dataset is alternately performed in two ways-active learning and self-learning.
(1) Updating the training dataset by using active-learning:
In an iterative round, each unlabeled text, x from U, is assigned a probability distribution P(x) on the class label space by a current component classifier F. According to Formula (2), we can calculate the cluster uncertainty degree H(x, cl) of each x, and then respectively select the top β positive and negative texts to add into the training dataset with their real labels given by domain experts.
(2) Updating the training dataset by using self-learning:
In an iterative round, each unlabeled text, x from U, is assigned a probability distribution P(x) on the class label space by a current component classifier, F. According to Formula (3), we can calculate the reliability degree rel F (x) of each x, and then respectively select the top γ positive and negative texts to add into the training dataset with their pseudo-labels given by F.
Co-Training Strategy
In our framework, co-training is put on two learning algorithms of F ME and F SV M in a rotation pattern. In each iterative round, the classifier generated by F ME or F SV M annotates all the unlabeled texts. Some high-uncertainty pseudo-label texts are selected by active-learning for manual annotation and also added into the training dataset, while some pseudo-label texts with higher reliability degrees are directly selected by self-learning and added into the training dataset. The updated training dataset is used to retrain the learner generated by another learning algorithm. The two co-training units of F ME and F SV M learners are integrated into a final classifier when the training process ends.
In each iterative round, feature selection is performed on the updated training dataset and the feature space is then updated. In each of the odd iterative rounds, the learner F ME is trained on the current training dataset. In each of the even iterative rounds, the learner F SV M is trained on the current training dataset. By using active learning and self-learning, a high-uncertainty dataset, cl in f 2β is obtained for manually annotating the high-reliability dataset cl rel 2γ , and the new training dataset cl in f 2β ∪ cl rel 2γ , respectively. The new training dataset is added into the old training dataset. The above-mentioned training process is alternately performed until the termination condition is met. An algorithm of co-training with active learning and self-learning is also given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Co-training with self-learning and active learning.
Require: Seed set Sd, unlabeled text set U ⊆ S, text set {< x, sim(x, cl) >} x∈U in which each text is attached with its cluster label, text number threshold 2β for active learning, text number threshold 2γ for self-learning, the number of iterations 2N. Ensure: Classifier F ME and classifier F SV M
Step 1. L = Sd; i = 1;
Step 2. Obtain the new feature set T by using the improved fisher's criterion [41] on L, and re-express L on T;
Step 3. Train F ME on L; F = F ME ;
Step 4. For each x ∈ U
Step 5. Obtain the probability distribution P(x) of x on the label set by F;
Step 6. Calculate the cluster uncertainty degree H(x, cl) by Formula (2) and calculate the reliability degree rel F (x) by Formula (3);
Step 8. Rank all texts of U in descending order of H(x, cl), and select and manually annotate the positive and negative texts on the top β of U to obtain the high-uncertainty positive and negative text sets cl in f + β and cl in f − β , respectively, the high-uncertainty text set cl in f
Step 9. Rank all texts of U in descending order of rel F (x), select the positive and negative texts on the top γ of U to obtain the high-reliability positive and negative text sets cl rel+ γ and cl rel− γ respectively, the high-reliability text set cl rel
Step 12. Go to step 22;
Step 13. End if Step 14. i = i + 1;
Step 15. If i mod 2 = 0
Step 16. Obtain the new feature set T by using the improved fisher's criterion [41] on L, and re-express L on T;
Step 17. Train F SV M on L; F = F SV M ;
Step 18. Go to step 4;
Step 19. Else
Step 20. Go to step 2;
Step 21. End If
Step 22. End.
Ensemble Classifier
After the co-training process, two component classifiers, F ME and F SV M , can be obtained. For an unlabeled text x and a class label y, suppose that the annotation probabilities of x are p ME (y|x) and p SV M (y|x) assigned by F ME and F SV M , respectively, where the classification function is defined as follows:
Procedures of Text Sentiment Classification
In this section, the procedures of text sentiment classification are briefly described.
Step 1: Data preprocessing. Non-textual information is removed, followed by removal of stop words and stemming. For English datasets, this is using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (http: //www.nltk.org). Chinese datasets, on the other hand, are preprocessed using the NLPIR-ICTCLAS platform (http://ictclas.nlpir.org/index.html). Finally, documents are represented using word2vec (https://github.com/Embedding/Chinese-Word-Vectors) for Chinese datasets, or GloVe (https://nlp. stanford.edu/projects/glove/) for English datasets.
Step 2: Dataset partitioning. In order to test the performance of the proposed method, we performed five-fold cross-validation on the datasets in different domains. Each dataset was randomly split into five text subsets. During each part of the five-fold cross-validation process, a single text subset was retained for testing, and the other four text subsets were merged as the unlabeled text set, from which the seed set was selected.
Step 3: Seed set acquisition. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the seed set was acquired by using Algorithm 1.
Step 4: Feature selection and text representation. As mentioned in Algorithm 2, the features were selected on the current training dataset by using the improved Fisher's criteria [41] . The feature-weight presence measure was used to construct the vector representation of texts.
Step 5: Updating the training dataset and co-training. The training dataset was updated and the component classifiers co-trained in each iterative round by using Algorithm 2.
Step 6: Constructing the ensemble classifier. The final classifier was constructed by using Formula (4).
Step 7: Classifying the test texts. All the test texts were classified by using the final classifier.
Experiment Design
In this section, we introduce the experiment datasets, evaluation measures, and training patterns.
Experimental Data and Parameter-Setting
For verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted multi-group experiments on eight text datasets as follows.
Chinese datasets. COAE2014 (http://tsaop.com:8066/web/resource.html) and COAE2015 (http: //tsaop.com:8066/web/resource.html), are two Weibo text datasets for Task 4 and Task 2 of the Chinese opinion analysis evaluation in 2014 and 2015, respectively. COAE2014 contains 6000 Weibo texts on the domains of Mobile telephone, Jadeite, and Insurance. COAE2015 contains 6846 Weibo sentences on more than a dozen domains. Another Chinese dataset, Hotel review (https://download. csdn.net/download/sinat_30045277/9862005) data, is a part of the Hotel sentiment corpus constructed by the Songbo Tan research team of the Computation Technology Institute of Chinese Academy of Sciences. We selected 3000 texts from the original dataset.
English datasets. Four product-review datasets [42] were obtained from Amazon, which belonged to the four domains of Books, DVD, Electronics, and Kitchen, respectively. Another English dataset was the Movie Review (MR) (http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/), which was selected if the rating was in stars or a numerical score. We implemented experiments on a polarity dataset, v2.0.
Each experiment dataset was divided into either the training set or testing set. According to the method introduced in Section 3, a few documents from the training set were selected as the initial seeds under the presupposed parameters α = 0.1, and the documents of the rest took their sentiment labels out as unlabeled documents. The numbers of documents for the different types of each experiment dataset are shown in Table 2 , where WP is the number of positive training texts; WN is the number of negative training texts; SE is the number of initial seed texts; U is the number of unlabeled texts;
PT is the number of positive testing texts; and NT is the number of negative testing texts. According to the literature [22, 43] , the thresholds of text number are 2β = 2 and 2γ = 4 for active learning and self-learning, respectively; the total number of iterations on the Chinese dataset and the English dataset are N = 200 and N = 120 for Algorithm 2, respectively. The distance function d(x,y) is the Euclidean distance in Formula (1). The feature dimension is 1000 [41] .
The ME classifier was implemented with Mallet Toolkits (http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/). The SVM classifier adopted the LIBSVM (https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/). 
Evaluation Measures
Four classical measures-Precision, Recall, F-value, and Accuracy-generally used in text classification evaluation were adopted in this paper. By PP (PN), RP (RN), and FP (FN), we mean the Precision, Recall, and F-value of a method on the positive (negative) testing texts, respectively. By "Acc" we mean the accuracy of a method on the testing texts. These evaluation measures can be calculated by the following formulas, respectively:
where TP (true positive) denotes the number of testing texts whose true class is positive, where they are classified into the positive class; FP (false positive) denotes the number of testing texts whose true class is negative, but they are classified into the positive class; FN (false negative) denotes the number of testing texts whose true class is positive, but they are classified into the negative class; TN (true negative) denotes the number of testing texts whose true class is negative, and they are classified into the negative class.
Training Pattern Design
In this study, we designed four training patterns generated by using single or cooperative training to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The abbreviations and meanings of these training patterns are listed below.
(1) CAS-SVM: Only train a SVM classifier by using the seed set acquired from Algorithm 1, and using the unlabeled data with active learning and self-learning in the subsequent iterative process.
(2) CAS-ME: Only train a ME classifier by using the seed set acquired from Algorithm 1, and using the unlabeled data with active learning and self-learning in the subsequent iterative process.
(3) Random-CT: Cooperatively train classifiers of ME and SVM by using the seed set generated only by simple random sampling from the unlabeled data, and using the unlabeled data with active learning, self-learning, and co-training in the subsequent iterative process.
(4) CASCT: Cooperatively train classifiers of ME and SVM by using the seed set obtained by Algorithm 1, and using the unlabeled data with active learning, self-learning, and co-training in the subsequent iterative process.
Experimental Results and Analysis
According to the procedures of text sentiment classification and the training patterns described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, we conducted the following experiments on eight text datasets. It should be noted that all of the experimental results are in the case of five-fold cross-validation.
On the Seed Selection Method
To inspect the effectiveness of the seed selection method Algorithm 1, we compared it with the random selection method on the three Chinese datasets. The experimental results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 2a -c. From Table 3 and Figure 2a -c, we can see that the proposed seed selecting strategy is significantly superior to the random sampling method in every index for the entire Chinese datasets, except the index RP on the hotel review dataset. We present the schematic diagrams of clustering results after dimension reduction in Figure 3a -c. 
Comparative Experiments on English Datasets
We conducted experiments to evaluate the performance on classification accuracy of our method, CASCT (Section 5.3) by comparing it with the following methods on the five English datasets.
Active learning [35] : An active learning method in which the unlabeled reviews with higher uncertainty are manually annotated, and the SVM classifier is iteratively retrained on the updated training dataset.
Self-training-S [43]:
A self-training and active learning approach in which the subspace-based technique is utilized to explore a set of good features, and some informative samples are selected to be annotated by the learner. The top two informative samples are also selected for manual annotation in each iteration.
Dual-view Co-training [3]:
A dual-view co-training approach which utilizes dual-view representation by observing two opposite sides of one review.
Active Deep Network (ADN) [35] : Constructed by RBM with unsupervised learning based on labeled reviews and an abundance of unlabeled reviews.
Information AND (IADN) [35] : A variant of ADN. It introduces the information density into ADN for choosing the manual labeled reviews.
LCCT [44]:
A Lexicon-based and Corpus-based co-training model for semi-supervised sentiment classification.
The evaluation results of performed experiments are shown in Table 4 . It should be noted that the column "Avg. (four domains from Amazon)" in Table 4 is the average value of a method on four dataset domains-Books, DVD, Electronics, and Kitchen-from Amazon. From Table 4 , we can see that the proposed approach gains a major improvement of nearly 15% over the average accuracy of Books, DVD, Electronics, and Kitchen datasets than the baseline method (Active-learning). Our approach gained the most significant improvement on the DVD dataset, with 3.3% higher than the best accuracy from other methods. We roughly ranked the average accuracy of the eight semi-supervised methods as follows: CASCT > Self-training-S > Dual-view Co-training > IADN > AND > Active learning on four domain datasets, and CASCT > LCCT on the MR dataset. Among these methods being compared, Self-training-S obtained the highest sentiment classification accuracy, and gained a flat performance with our method CASCT for the Book dataset. The main reason for this is that the top two informative samples were selected for manual annotation in each iteration in its implementation. IADN also had a flat result with our method for the Electronics dataset because the two most uncertain samples were selected and labeled in each iteration. Our approach, considering both the informative and uncertain samples, significantly outperforms all the other methods in regard to DVD, Kitchen, and MR domain datasets.
Experiments of the Designed Patterns on Chinese Datasets
To inspect the effectiveness of the proposed method, a group of experiments were conducted on three Chinese datasets to compare the performances of the four patterns designed in Section 5.3. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 . As we know, the performance of a SVM classifier relies more on the so-called support vectors which are close to the classification hyperplane. The modeling method of ME aims to learn the class distribution of a population from the training dataset. The performance of a ME classifier relies on not only the label accuracy of the training data, but also on the training data size.
From Table 5 , comparing with CAS-ME and CAS-SVM, CASCT gained the best values under all indexes on the datasets COAE2014 and COAE2015, except the dataset, "Hotel review". For the "Hotel review" dataset, CASCT obtained the best values under the indexes RN and PP, and CAS-ME achieved the optimal values under the other indexes RP, PN, FN, FP, and Acc. Because the dataset "Hotel review" had the smallest size among the three datasets, the same iteration times of the training process means that we could obtain larger-proportion training data to the entire data for "Hotel review". Thus, we guess this reason results in a flat performance of CAS-ME with CASCT for the "Hotel review" dataset. However, along with the increases of data size, such as COAE2014 and COAE2015, the advantage of CASCT is then displayed.
To inspect the stability of the pattern CSACT, we implemented it with incremental iterations of the alternative cooperative training strategy based on the hybrid of active learning and self-learning on the COAE2015 dataset. The experimental result is shown in Figure 4 .
From Figure 4 , we can see that the performance gets better and better with increasing iteration time. Another advantage of CASCT can also be seen from Figure 4 , where it was able to obtain a stable result by being iterated 300 times. This means that CASCT is able to achieve a better result without larger-proportion training data in the semi-supervised learning process. 
Conclusions
The effectiveness of most supervised learning methods often needs the guarantee of a large-scale and high-quality labeled training dataset. However, in reality, such a labeled training dataset is not easy to get. Semi-supervised learning is an effective method for coping with the insufficiency of labeled data in machine learning. In this paper, we proposed a cooperative semi-supervised learning method based on the hybrid mechanism of active learning and self-learning for text sentiment classification. The main characteristics of the proposed method are summarized as follows.
(1) For seed selection, the cluster similarity measure of a sample was firstly defined to depict the representativeness of the sample to a cluster. Unlike the random selection often adopted by many semi-supervised learning methods, we clustered the data by utilizing the RS algorithm, then selected the seeds from each cluster according to the cluster similarity measure and a pre-set ratio threshold. Such a clustering, along with the cluster similarity-based method, can keep the distribution consistency of the seed set with all the data, and it may weaken the model bias phenomenon to a certain extent.
(2) In the semi-supervised learning framework, some unlabeled samples were selected to be added into the training dataset by the current learner after an annotating procedure was executed in some way. The label quality of the added samples are crucial for guaranteeing the performance of the final obtained classifier. To this end, we proposed three measures of a sample: the cluster similarity degree, the cluster uncertainty degree with respect to the learner, and the reliability degree with respect to a learner. These measures were embedded into active learning and self-learning procedures to select expected unlabeled samples to improve the label quality of the training dataset.
(3) In the training process, we designed an alternative cooperation strategy with two kinds of heterogeneous learning algorithms, ME and SVM. Two corresponding component classifiers were also integrated as the final classifier.
A series of experiments were done to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The experimental results on eight real-world datasets-COAE2014, COAE2015, Hotel review, Books, DVD, Electronics, Kitchen, and MR-showed that: (a) The proposed seed-selection method based on clustering plus the cluster similarity of a sample is superior to the random selection method; (b) the proposed method outperforms some existing active-learning methods or cooperative strategies; and (c) the cooperative training strategy combining ME and SVM is superior to the non-cooperative training strategy.
In past research, text sentiment classification has been a rather difficult problem due to its dependence on many different factors, such as languages, domains, text characteristics, and training data. Thus, a single technique might not work well. Some new technologies, such as representation learning and deep learning, are worthy of testing in our future research. Funding: The works described in this paper are supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC Nos. 61632011, 61573231, 61432011, 61672331) and the Key research and development projects of Shanxi Province, China (201803D421024).
